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Learners can have difﬁculty in decomposing conventionally designed animations to obtain raw material
suitable for building high quality mental models. A composition approach to designing animations based
on the Animation Processing Model was developed as a principled alternative to prevailing approaches.
Outcomes from studying novel and conventional animation designs (independent variable) were
compared with respect to mental model quality, knowledge of local kinematics, and capacity to transfer
(dependent variables). Study of a compositional animation that presented material in a contiguous
fashion resulted in higher quality mental models of a piano mechanism than non-contiguous or control
(conventional) versions but no signiﬁcant differences regarding local kinematics or transfer. Eye ﬁxation
data indicated that the compositional animation led to superior mental models because it particularly
fostered relational processing. Implications for future research and the design of educational animations
are discussed.
© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Animations have become a ubiquitous feature of technology€fﬂer & Leutner, 2007). However it
based learning materials (Ho
has also become clear that animation can be a two-edged educational sword (Lowe, 2014) - the undoubted beneﬁts of animations
must be weighed against the processing costs they may impose on
learners (Lowe & Schnotz, 2008). The research reported here
investigated a novel design approach for reducing such processing
costs in order to better capitalize on animation’s beneﬁts.
Conventionally-designed animations that present complex
subject matter to learners who are novices with respect to the
depicted domain have proven to be particularly problematic. The
difﬁculties learners experience with such depictions have been
attributed to the very particular way in which they present their
subject matter and the psychological consequences of those presentational characteristics. Prime amongst these characteristics is
the dynamic nature of animations. While animations undoubtedly
have a major advantage over static graphics in their direct, explicit
presentation of spatiotemporal information, their dynamics can
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also have negative effects on learners’ extraction of crucial taskrelevant information (Lowe, 2003). This is because when learners
are faced with animations that portray complex, unfamiliar dynamic subject matter, many and varied simultaneously presented
aspects of the animation compete for the learner’s limited attentional resources (Lowe, 1999; Schnotz & Lowe, 2008). Unfortunately, the information learners extract tends to be what is
perceptually salient rather than what is task relevant. Further, the
information presented in an animation is intrinsically transitory so
the time available for the learner to process it is very limited. This
situation can be exacerbated when animations present rapidly
changing subject matter at a realistic speed. In the next section, we
summarize ways in which researchers have attempted to ameliorate these processing challenges.
1.1. Efforts to improve educational effectiveness
Researchers have investigated numerous interventions intended to increase animation’s effectiveness as a tool for learning
(Ploetzner & Lowe, 2012). They include giving the learner control
over the animation’s display regime (Boucheix, 2008; Lowe, 2004,
2008; Scheiter, 2014), modifying the animation’s presentation
speed (Boucheix, Lowe, & Bugaiska, 2015; Fischer, Lowe, & Schwan,
2008; Meyer, Rasch, & Schnotz, 2009), subdividing the animation’s
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time course into smaller segments (Spanjers, Wouters, Van Gog, &
€nboer, 2011; Wong, Leahy, Marcus, & Sweller, 2012),
Van Merrie
cueing the animation’s high relevance information (De Koning,
Tabbers, Rikers, & Paas, 2007; Lowe & Boucheix, 2011; Boucheix,
Lowe, Putri, & Groff, 2013), providing strategy training to learners
regarding more effective animation processing (Kombartzky,
Ploetzner, Schlag, & Metz, 2010; Ploetzner & Schlag, 2013),
accompanying the animation with ancillary learning activities (De
Koning, Tabbers, Rikers, & Paas, 2010; Mason, Lowe, & Tornatora,
2013) and displaying multiple animation segments simultatrancourt, 2009).
neously (Ploetzner & Lowe, 2014; Rebetez & Be
However, achieving major improvements in the quality of the
mental models that learners develop from animations has proven
to be particularly elusive (Boucheix & Lowe, 2010).
Although many innovative interventions have been pursued by
researchers thus far, there is one key aspect that has not yet been
addressed: the fundamental design assumptions upon which the
animations are based in the ﬁrst place. We suggest that some major
problems learners currently have in processing animations could
be reduced by a fundamental re-thinking of animation design. The
research reported here investigated the potential of an alternative
approach to designing educational animations. Rather than being
primarily concerned with animations as external representations of
the target subject matter (as is the case with conventionally
designed animations), the main focus of this alternative is on
helping learners to compose better internal representations (i.e.,
mental models) (Lowe, in press). Because of its concern with the
psychological processes involved in composing these mental
models, we have termed this design alternative the composition
approach. In the study reported here, conventional and novel types
of animation design (independent variable) were compared with
respect to their outcomes for mental model quality, knowledge of
local kinematics, and capacity to transfer (dependent variables).
1.2. Theoretical foundations for compositional animation design
The origins of the composition approach lie in the Animation
Processing Model (APM) (Lowe & Boucheix, 2008). This theoretical
framework describes the perceptual and cognitive processes that
are thought to occur when an individual is engaged in learning
from conventionally designed complex explanatory animations. We
characterize these conventional animations as comprehensive representations because they portray the targeted aspects of their
subject matter in a relatively comprehensive and faithful manner,
thus following a “physical ﬁdelity principle” which is known to
€nboer &
impair learning especially for domain novices (Van Merrie
Kester, 2014). They include all the referent system’s relevant entities and depict their dynamics in a behaviorally realistic manner
(Lowe & Boucheix, 2012). The APM can be used to identify potential
sources of learner difﬁculty in processing complex comprehensive
animations and to suggest ways of ameliorating such difﬁculties.
As summarized in Fig. 1, the Animation Processing Model has
ﬁve main phases. Overall, this learner processing can be divided
into two broad types of activity: decomposition (APM Phase 1) and
composition (APM Phases 2e5). A distinction is thus made between
(i) analytic processing in which the learner must initially decompose the animation’s continuous ﬂux of information into the
discrete event units (entities plus their associated behaviors) that
provide the raw material for mental model building, and (ii) synthetic processing in which this raw material is cumulatively and
iteratively composed into the higher order knowledge structures
that comprise a mental model of the target subject matter.
Previous research indicates that decomposition of a complex
animation can be particularly problematic for learners who lack
domain speciﬁc background knowledge (Lowe & Schnotz, 2014).
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Rather than decomposing the presented depiction appropriately
into the thematically relevant event units required for building high
quality mental models, learners tend to extract subsets of information on the basis of their perceptual salience (Schnotz & Lowe,
2008). The net result is that this unsuitable extracted raw material can severely compromise the quality of the mental models they
are ultimately able to build from study of the animation.
The composition approach was devised with the intention of
better matching the fundamental design of complex animations to
the way learners process dynamic visualizations. It aims to remove
a substantial barrier to acquisition of high quality mental models by
relieving learners of the necessity to decompose comprehensive
animations. Instead of having to carry out Phase 1 processing by
themselves, learners are progressively ‘fed’ the total set of required
information via a series of small, discrete portions that in one sense
could be considered as a result of an ‘ideal’ decomposition. In terms
of the APM, this essentially allows learners to by-pass error-prone
Phase 1 processing activity and move straight to Phase 2 and subsequent processing involving the composition of dynamic microchunks into higher order structures. As explained later, practical
implementation of the composition approach is particularly concerned with facilitating effective relational processing because of
its importance to forming the hierarchically organized knowledge
structures that are characteristic of high quality mental models.
Although the composition approach originated from the APM
and is speciﬁc to learning from complex animation, it is consistent
with a broader range of approaches that aim to facilitate complex
learning and performance of complex tasks more generally (De
€nboer & Kirschner, 2013). A
Jong & Lazonder, 2014; Van Merrie
key focus of research in this area is how instruction and tasks may
€nboer & Kester, 2014; Van
best be sequenced (e.g., Van Merrie
€nboer, Kirschner, & Kester, 2003). Various alternatives are
Merrie
possible e for example, whole-part versus part-whole sequencing.
Of particular relevance to the present investigation is the
Sequencing Principle which indicates that “… it is often better to
sequence learning tasks or complex pieces of information from simple
to complex than to present them in their full complexity at once” (Van
€nboer & Kester, 2014, p.116). It should be noted that in many
Merrie
cases, application of this principle implies that the material will
need to be subdivided in some way in order that pieces are available to be sequenced.
A typical approach based on simple to complex sequencing is to
break the material or performance into simple parts that are then
trained separately and progressively combined into the whole (Van
€nboer et al., 2003). Instructional sequencing has been used
Merrie
in a range of ways including with respect to information pretraining (Mayer & Pilegard, 2014; Mayer, Mathias, & Wetzell,
2002), element interactivity (Kester, Kirschner, & Van
€nboer, 2004a, 2004b), and dynamic visualizations
Merrie
(Khacharem, Spanjers, Zoudji, Kalyuga, & Ripoll, 2012; Spanjers
et al., 2011). Various studies have shown the positive effects of
such sequencing techniques (e.g., Clarke, Ayres, & Sweller, 2005;
Limniou & Whitehead, 2010; Mayer & Moreno, 2003; Mayer
et al., 2002; Musallam, 2010; Pollock, Chandler, & Sweller, 2002).
However, the applicability of sequencing approaches can be
highly speciﬁc. Sequencing may need to be implemented in very
different ways depending on considerations such as the learning
goal, the type of display, the subject matter involved and the
learner’s level of prior knowledge. For example, some types of
sequencing appear not to be suitable for complex learning that
requires coordination between parts, and the integration of
knowledge, decisions and/or procedures (Naylor & Briggs, 1963;
€nboer, 1997). In the case of complex comprehensive
Van Merrie
animations, it is clear that presentation of the subject matter as a
whole can be very problematic for learners (Lowe & Boucheix,
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Fig. 1. Summary of Animation Processing Model main phases (Lowe & Boucheix, 2008).

2012). This suggests that the part-whole sequencing involved in the
composition approach may be more effective than whole-part
sequencing. The work of White and Frederiksen (1990) also has
resonances with the composition approach. For these authors, the
sequencing of complex learning tasks should be based on the
progression of mental models supposed to be involved as the level
complexity increases. In the composition approach, it is assumed
that the cumulative, incremental processing posited by the APM as
being the route to building a high quality mental model will be
facilitated by helping learners form increasingly complex knowledge structures.
1.3. Subdividing and sequencing complex animations
The structure of the subject matter portrayed in an animation is
an important consideration when contemplating how it might best
be subdivided and sequenced. One hallmark of the subject matter
depicted in complex animations is that it typically involves
considerable simultaneity. Fig. 2 shows the mechanism of the
complex mechanical device used in the present investigation e a
traditional upright piano. A conventionally-designed comprehensive animation portrays the sophisticated operation of this mechanism with considerable ﬁdelity. Throughout the animation’s entire
time course, the portrayal presents learners with not only the full
set of the mechanism’s various physical components, but also a
close mimicking of the various movements that those components
perform during the piano’s operation (i.e., behavioral realism).
These movements occur either simultaneously or in rapid cascades
throughout the duration of the mechanism’s complete operational
cycle and take place in locations that are widely distributed across
the display area.
The APM identiﬁes these simultaneous or near simultaneous
movements of distributed entities as a challenge to learners
because of the competition for visual attention they engender due
to limitations of the human information processing system.
One possible way to subdivide an existing comprehensive animation is to slice its time course into pieces, an approach described
as segmentation (Spanjers, Van Gog, & Van Merrienboer, 2010). The

Fig. 2. Frame from a comprehensive animation of a piano mechanism’s operation.

segments thus produced can then be played one at a time (separated by suitable pauses) and in a sequence corresponding to their
order in the original unsegmented animation. This segmentation
approach is likely to be most successful for animations that depict
subject matter in which individual events occur in a straightforward linear temporal sequence (i.e., with little or no simultaneity).
In such cases, careful slicing of the animation into meaningful
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segments results in ‘stand-alone’ subsets of the subject matter that
place fewer demands on learner processing (e.g., Wong et al., 2012).
However, segmentation can be problematic when the subject
matter depicted in an animation contains extensive simultaneity,
especially if the simultaneously occurring events are staggered.
This is because slicing through the animation in an effort to separate out one coherent event will likely disrupt the coherence of
other co-occurring events. According to the APM, it would be
counterproductive in terms of the learner’s attempts to build a high
quality mental model because such building activity is essentially
about composing coherent hierarchical knowledge structures.
The composition approach uses a form of subdivision that appears to be more suitable for animations in which there are multiple co-occurring events (i.e., substantial simultaneity). Under such
circumstances, a more ‘forensic’ approach is required that minimizes the type of collateral damage to coherence described above.
Rather than slicing up the animation at intervals along its time
course, subdivision is based on separating out intact individual
event units by a detailed analysis of the subject matter’s spatiotemporal structure. An example of such an event unit analysis for
the piano mechanism is given in Appendix A. The subdivision
approach used is somewhat analogous to that used in post-mortem
examinations where it is vital to retain the coherence of multiple
individual bodily sub-structures co-occurring in the same space.
Because the body is not a simple linear structure, slicing through it
as a whole (rather than isolating its component sub-structures)
would compromise a proper understanding of the cause of death.
1.4. Implementing a composition approach
As noted, design of a compositional animation begins with a
detailed content-speciﬁc analysis which systematically teases out
all the subject matter’s relevant event units, characterizes their
natural temporal arrangement, and reveals information about
simultaneity. This analysis can then be used along with detailed
subject matter knowledge and the APM as a basis for considering
other key issues, such as the causal chains involved, the functional
relationships between event units, and potential processing problems that learners may encounter if faced with a comprehensive
animated presentation of the subject matter. Because the intention
of the composition approach is to better align animation design
with processing activities identiﬁed by the APM, a crucial aspect of
implementation is how sub-sets of the total information required
for building a mental model are chosen and presented to the
learner. The main focus of the present investigation was on issues
associated with more bottom-up phases of animation processing. A
primary goal was to relieve learners from the burden of decomposing a comprehensive representation of the subject matter, as
identiﬁed in Phase 1 of the APM, by supplying them with optimal
‘ready-decomposed’ material. However, we also aimed to provide
such material in a way that facilitated learners’ later compositional
processing in which subordinate information components were
progressively and hierarchically accumulated into more inclusive
knowledge structures.
The analysis described above identiﬁes the subject matter’s individual event units that constitute the fundamental raw material
required for internal composition of a mental model. However, it
does not specify how this information should be presented to the
learner in order to facilitate its extraction and processing by the
learner. Consideration of the APM suggests that three aspects are
likely to be particularly important here: the size of the information
packages presented to the learner (i.e., the number of event units
delivered at once), the nature of those information packages (i.e.,
their propensity for being interconnected), and the sequence in
which information packages are presented. For the current
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investigation, our compositional animation presented learners
with just two event units at a time. We term these pairs relation sets
to indicate that their constituent event units are intimately related
by a functional relationship involving their direct interaction. Examples of relation sets used in the present investigation are given
in Fig. 3.
Part of our rationale for using relation sets consisting of pairs of
event units is that it takes account of working memory limitations
and so helps avoid possible problems such as excessive cognitive
load. However, a pair is also the minimum grouping required to
furnish learners with a localized and functionally related set of
event units. This means that our externally presented relation sets
approximate the internally represented dynamic micro chunks
identiﬁed as the main actors in learners’ Phase 2 APM processing.
These relation sets were also constituted with event units in
common order to allow their ready inter-linkage. As such, they
should be well suited for further iterative and cumulative processing as occurs in subsequent APM processing phases. The ﬁnal
consideration was the issue of how delivery of relation sets should
be sequenced. Bearing in mind that our aim was to foster composition of relation sets into superordinate spatiotemporal structures,
we based their sequencing on the two main overarching causal
chains responsible for the piano mechanism’s operation (i.e., the
key-hammer and key-damper causal chains).
1.5. Contiguous versus non-contiguous presentation
The composition approach to designing animations takes into
account not only the amount of information presented to learners
at one time, but also the potential of the chosen information subsets to promote relational reasoning. The sequence of relation sets
presented in this approach will be termed contiguous to indicate
their relational continuity. In an effort to determine if not only size
but also relation-forming propensity are important, we also
devised a different form of sequential presentation that used paired
event unit groupings that were not directly related to each other via
inter-entity contact (i.e., non-contiguous). For example, instead of
being immediately adjacent components of the causal chain (such
as the key and the whippen), the entities were separated from each
other (such as with the key and the hammer). Further, the pairs
were not sequenced logically in terms of causal chain progression,
but rather were presented in a non-optimal quasi-random order.
This non-contiguous type of presentation should prejudice
learners’ attempts to build higher order knowledge structures by
making it more difﬁcult to establish how the event units compromising each of the pairs were related and what relations might be
at work between successively presented pairs.
1.6. Research questions and hypotheses
The present research addressed two overarching questions
concerning the independent variable (animation design):
(i) Does a contiguous animation designed according to the
composition approach help learners to build better mental
models of complex subject matter than non-contiguous or
conventionally-designed animations?
(ii) How does learner processing of a contiguous compositional
animation differ from the processing of non-contiguous or
conventionally-designed animations?
Three dependent variables used to assess the learning outcomes
were; (i) the quality of mental models developed, (ii) knowledge of
the studied piano mechanism’s local kinematics, and (iii) capacity
to transfer.
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Fig. 3. Two different example relation sets from a compositional animation of the piano mechanism. Each consists of a pair of directly interacting event units: (i) key-whippen
relation set (ii) jack-hammer relation set (see also Fig. 1).

Hypothesis 1. Participants in the contiguous condition would
construct higher quality mental models than constructed by those
in either the control or non-contiguous conditions. This is because
the sequenced relation sets in the contiguous version of the animation facilitated both the building of relevant dynamic micro
chunks and the optimal linkage of these chunks into the superordinate knowledge structures that are characteristic of high quality
mental models.

2. Method

Hypothesis 1A. Participants in the contiguous condition would
exhibit better performance on a transfer task than those in the
other two conditions. This is because a higher quality mental model
of the original mechanism would provide participants with a
functional level representation of the device’s operation that could
not be achieved by those whose mental models were of lower
quality. Having a functional representation of the original system
should facilitate a participant’s mapping and generalization to
another mechanism of the same category and their building of a
mental model for its operation.

2.1. Participants

Hypothesis 2. Participants in the contiguous, non-contiguous and
control conditions would achieve similar scores on a measure of
local kinematics (i.e., movements of the individual entities
comprising the animated mechanism). Local kinematics scores
would not be expected to differ across conditions because they
concern only the behavior of each of the entities in its own right
and not the relationships between two or more entities.
Hypothesis 3. The potential beneﬁts of a compositional animation versus other designs should be reﬂected in the patterns of eye
ﬁxations that occur during viewing. Previous literature has related
longer ﬁxations to deeper processing, including particularly relational processing, while high numbers of ﬁxations have been
attributed to less efﬁcient search and more superﬁcial processing
(Godberg & Kotval, 1999; Holmqvist et al., 2011; Hyona, 2010).
Fixations for a contiguous animation should therefore be fewer and
longer than for a conventional comprehensive animation. Further,
the pattern of ﬁxations for a non-contiguous animation would be
expected to reﬂect the difﬁculty in establishing how the presented
fragments are related. In this case, ﬁxations should also be more
frequent and shorter than for the contiguous version.

A one factor, between subjects experimental design was
employed with three conditions, each using a differently-designed
animated version of the same piano mechanism subject matter: (i)
contiguous (compositional), (ii) non-contiguous, and (iii) control
(comprehensive).

Sixty undergraduate students from a French university participated in this study (20 students per condition). The mean age was
21.08 years, with 76% being female. Preliminary testing showed
that none of the participants had prior knowledge of how a piano
mechanism works. Participants were randomly assigned to the
three experimental conditions.
2.2. Materials
2.2.1. The animations
A frame from the comprehensive version of the piano animation
material is shown in Fig. 4 (see Lowe & Boucheix, 2008; Boucheix &
Lowe, 2010 for further details). There was no explanatory text
accompanying the animation. However, labels could be made to
appear before and after the study period by mouse-over on a
particular entity.
The piano mechanism operates by way of two coordinated
causal chains, one involving the operation of the damper and the
other involving the operation of the hammer. Each of these causal
chains is made up of a succession of component pairs whose
physical interaction propagates motive force from the initial cause
(a player pressing the piano key) to the two interrelated effects
(removal of the damper from the piano string and the striking of
that string by the hammer to produce a musical note). When this
mechanism operates, one set of simultaneous and rapidly
cascading events propagates the causal chain by which a press on a
piano key results in the hammer striking the string to produce a
musical note. At the same time, another set of co-occurring events
removes the damper so the string is free to vibrate when struck by
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2.2.4. The non-contiguous condition: limited size but difﬁcult to
relate
This condition presented a succession of pairs of event units that
were neither in direct contact nor with an event unit in common.
Further, these pairs were delivered in a quasi-random sequence
with the proviso that no two successive relation sets were presented in the same order as they would occur within the causal
chain. Two example pairs from this condition are shown in Fig. 6.
As with the contiguous condition, these pairs were displayed as
a series of mini-animations punctuated by fade transitions. This
form of presentation continued until the same total coverage of
event units was achieved as had been the case for the contiguous
condition materials. Once again (as in the contiguous version), the
learner is confronted with much less information to process per
unit time than would be the case for a conventional comprehensive
animation. The simultaneity of events is again greatly reduced.
However, there are not the same relational affordances that exist in
the contiguous condition. The two event units in each pair are
indirectly (rather than directly by contact) related and the quasirandom presentation sequence should impede rather than facilitate their efﬁcient and accurate composition into the desired higher
order structure.
2.3. Measures and data analysis

Fig. 4. Example frame from the comprehensive animation. Entities were colour-coded
to facilitate identiﬁcation during mental model quality assessment task.

the hammer. Similar sets of simultaneous events take place during
the subsequent stages by which the piano mechanism is paused
then reset ready for the next operational cycle. Such an animation is
likely to make severe demands on learners’ visual processing
capacity.
2.2.2. The control condition: a comprehensive animation
This condition presented a conventional comprehensive animation of the piano mechanism with all components present and
behaving in a veridical manner (see Fig. 4).
2.2.3. The contiguous condition: a compositional animation
This condition presented a succession of relation sets sequenced
according to the progression of causal chains through the piano
mechanism. A small initial portion of this sequence is represented
by Fig. 5. First, a mini-animation consisting of the key/whippen
relation set would be shown (Fig. 5, bottom left). Next, it would be
replaced (via fade transitions) by another mini-animation showing
the whippen/jack relation set in operation (Fig. 5, bottom right).
The expectation was that the learner would use the whippen event
unit that is common to both these mini-animations as the link
between them that allowed a superordinate key-whippen-jack
relation to be composed from these two successive presentations
(Fig. 5, top centre). This type of progression from relation set to
relation set would continue along the course of the causal chains
until all aspects of the mechanism’s operation (from initial key
press to ultimate sounding of the musical note) had been covered.
In this approach, the learner is confronted with much less information to process per unit time than would be the case for a conventional comprehensive animation. Further, the information that
is presented is far less distributed across the display area and the
simultaneity of events is greatly reduced. Systematically
sequencing the presentation of relation sets that are involved,
progressively from cause to effect, should facilitate their efﬁcient
and accurate composition into the desired higher order structure.

2.3.1. Comprehension post-tests
Because the main goal of the composition approach to animation design is to help learners build higher quality mental models,
its primary emphasis is on facilitating the relational processing that
learners need to carry out in order to construct the required superordinate knowledge structures. The approach therefore targets
how entities interact with each other rather than the dynamics of
individual entities per se. This difference in targeting should be
reﬂected in the extent to which relationships versus entity dynamics are processed by learners. The three tasks used in
comprehension post-testing are described below.
2.4. Cross movement task
The cross movement task provided a less mediated measure of
knowledge of movements than is possible using standard approaches such as verbal questions. It required participants to
physically produce the movements of the piano mechanism’s
components (Boucheix et al., 2013). At the end of the learning
session, a static picture of the piano mechanism in its initial state
was displayed on the computer screen. A red cross was positioned
on a part of a component. The learner was told to “use the mouse in
order to move the cross to the correct ﬁnal position it occupies
when the key is pressed”. Participants were required to demonstrate the movements for stages one (striking), two (rebound), and
three (reset) of the piano mechanism’s operation. In total, each
participant performed the cross movement task twenty ﬁve times
with the cross being at a different position on every occasion. The
order in which the crosses were presented (within each stage of the
piano mechanism) was randomized across participants. For each of
the piano mechanism’s components, several different cross positions were involved but with only one cross displayed at a time.
Performance of this task was assumed to require a mental simulation of the dynamics of each local component of the piano
mechanism in order to infer movements of the parts shown in the
provided static picture. For each position of the cross, the entire
movement of the mouse made by the learner was registered by the
computer in real time. The angular direction of the movement and
its amplitude were subsequently calculated and performance
scored by comparison with the actual motion of the component as
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Fig. 5. Example Contiguous relation sets. Note (i) contact relationship between event units in each relation set (key-whippen; whippen-jack), (ii) adjacency of successive relation
sets, (iii) sharing of event unit (whippen) between the two relation sets. Sequencing and constitution of relation sets facilitates composition of the hierarchical structures necessary
for building high quality mental model.

Fig. 6. Example Non-Contiguous pairs. Note (i) no contact relationships between event units in each pair, (ii) separation of pairs, (iii) no sharing of event units between two pairs.
Prejudicial to building higher order knowledge structures.

depicted in the animation (angular direction - 1point; amplitude e
1 point). Total scores out of a possible maximum of 50 points (according to the degree of correspondence with regard to angle and
distance) were calculated and converted to percentages. These
scores were assumed to reﬂect the internal representation of the
animation’s local kinematics.

2.5. Mental model task
For the mental model quality task, participants were asked to
“write as much as you can about what happens with all parts of the
system when someone presses the key down and then releases it”.
In order to avoid difﬁculties related to the recall of technical names
of the components, participants were also given a sheet of paper
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upon which labeled pictures of the piano components were shown
in random positions. Mental model scores were derived from participants' written protocols describing operation of the piano
mechanism. This was done by coding the protocols using an
established checklist to assess the quality of the mental model (see
Boucheix & Lowe, 2010). The scoring guide for functional mentalmodel-quality (with respect to its appropriateness, accuracy and
completeness, Lowe & Schnotz, 2008) was based on the 15 microsteps constituting the three main stages of a piano mechanism’s
functioning (see Appendix B). Each correct micro-step was awarded
one point if fully and accurately reported or half a point if reported
only in part. For each micro-step incorrectly reported, half a point
was deducted from the score. Participants’ answers were rated by
two independent raters, with inter-rater agreement, chance corrected Cohen’s kappa, being 0.92. Overall mental model scores
were also transformed into percentages of the total possible score
of 15 points.
2.6. Transfer task
Participants also undertook a transfer task in which they were
given a single static depiction of a novel piano mechanism (Fig. 7)
and asked to demonstrate its components’ movements via a cross
task (as above). It was assumed that in order to perform the
required cross task demonstration of the transfer piano mechanism’s components, learners would rely on the mental model they
earlier constructed while viewing the original piano animation.
Although in the strictest sense the cross task addresses only the
movements of each individual entity in isolation, in the particular
case of this transfer task it would have broader implications. This is
because there was no animated version of the novel piano from
which participants could have extracted such information fragments. Rather, the movements generated would probably be based
on learner inferences made on the basis of fundamental dynamic
relationships that were present in the mental models they constructed from the original piano mechanism animations. On this
basis, we contend that transfer task scores are indicative of mental
model quality. Learners who developed a high quality mental
model of the original piano mechanism should be able to ‘see past’
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the superﬁcial characteristics of the novel piano mechanism to
infer the dynamic relationships that would need to occur in order
for it to perform the same musical operations as the original
mechanism.
As was the case with the original piano mechanism used in the
learning stage, data from the local kinematics task were compared
with the actual movements of respective components of the
transfer piano mechanism and given a percentage score according
to the degree of correspondence with regard to distance and angle.
However, because the transfer mechanism has fewer components,
there were only sixteen crosses to be moved so the maximum
possible absolute score was 32 points.
2.6.1. Eye tracking measures
During study of their allocated animation versions, all participants were eye tracked using a Tobii 1750, 50 Hz binocular corneal
reﬂectance eye tracker. Data from two participants in each condition were excluded from the analysis because of low eye movement
sample rate (less than 75%). Areas of Interest (AOIs) were deﬁned
for the six major components of the original piano mechanism (Key,
Whippen, Jack, Hammer sub-system, Damper sub-system, and
String). Each of these AOIs was deﬁned with sufﬁcient scope to
include the boundaries of the particular piano part’s entire movement during its operational cycle. A further Null AOI was established for all ﬁxations that fell outside the six component-based
Areas of Interest. The boundaries of the AOIs were set in such a way
as to minimize areas of overlap between the AOIs due to component movements. Two indicators of participants’ eye movement
behavior were examined: (i) mean ﬁxation duration (i.e., mean
length of ﬁxations during processing of the animation); (ii) ﬁxation
count (i.e., the total number of ﬁxations made in the AOIs).
2.7. Procedure
Sessions for all three conditions began with delivery of instructions (60s) and presentation of a labeled static picture of the
entire mechanism as an overview (30s). For the contiguous and
non-contiguous versions, this was followed by presentation of four
complete cycles of the piano mechanism’s operation given in the

Fig. 7. Static depictions of original and transfer piano mechanisms. Note differences in aspects such as number of entities, shape/structure of entities, orientation, and overall
arrangement.
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form of successively delivered pairs of event units. With entity
repetitions, this meant that each entity was exposed a total of eight
times across the entire presentation. The presentation duration was
the same for both contiguous and non-contiguous versions. For the
control (comprehensive) condition, the animation was presented a
total of nine times in succession (an extra presentation above the
eight required to match the other versions being added in order to
balance total pause time between presentations across the three
conditions). As a result, the total time of exposure to the movement
of each mechanism component was identical across conditions.
After having viewed their respective versions, participants performed the local kinematics task then generated an exhaustive
written account the piano mechanism’s operation. The session
ended with the transfer task. After completion of the experimental
tasks, a check requiring participants to identify components
established that they could all discriminate between them.

quality of the mental model developed from studying the original
piano mechanism animation and the ability to transfer the
knowledge acquired to a different piano mechanism presented in a
static diagram format. A simple regression involving mental model
quality scores and kinematics scores for the transfer task diagram
revealed a signiﬁcant relationship between these two scores, multiple R2 ¼ 0.14, F(1,58) ¼ 9.60, p ¼ 0.003, Beta ¼ 0.38.
However, an ANOVA with animation design as the between
subjects factor and transfer score as the dependent variable indicated that the difference in scores was not signiﬁcant, F(2,
57) ¼ 1.85, p ¼ 0.16. Univariate comparisons revealed a marginally
signiﬁcant difference between the contiguous and the noncontiguous conditions, F(1,57) ¼ 3.53, p ¼ 0.06, d ¼ 0.61; and also
between the contiguous condition and both non-contiguous and
control conditions, F(1, 57) ¼ 3.52, p ¼ 0.072, d ¼ 0.51.

3.2. Eye tracking

3. Results
3.1. Learning outcomes
Learning outcomes are presented in Table 1 (with results as
percentages in italics). Scores were analyzed using ANOVAs (mental
model quality, local kinematics, transfer) and regression (transfer).
3.1.1. Mental model quality
An ANOVA with animation design as the between subjects factor
and mental model quality scores as the dependent measure
showed a signiﬁcant difference amongst the groups, F (2,57) ¼ 5.81,
p ¼ 0.005 hp2 ¼ 0.17. This analysis indicates that learners in the
contiguous condition built higher quality mental models than
learners in the other conditions. Univariate comparisons revealed
that participants in the contiguous condition had signiﬁcantly
higher scores than did those in the non-contiguous and control
conditions, F(1,57) ¼ 10.40, p ¼ 0.002, d ¼ 1.04; F(1, 57) ¼ 6.61,
p ¼ 0.012, d ¼ 0.91. Further, scores were not signiﬁcantly different
between the non-contiguous and the control conditions, F(1,
57) ¼ 0.42, p ¼ 0.51, d ¼ 0.18.
3.1.2. Local kinematics
An ANOVA with animation design as the between subjects factor
and local kinematics scores as the dependent measure revealed no
signiﬁcant effect of condition, F(2,57) ¼ 1.26, p ¼ 0.29, hp2 ¼ 0.042.
Univariate comparison revealed there was also no signiﬁcant difference between the contiguous and non-contiguous conditions, F
(1, 57) ¼ 2.50, p ¼ 0.11, d ¼ 0.49.

Table 2 presents the mean ﬁxation durations, counts, and
duration/count ratios for the contiguous, non-contiguous and
control conditions.
There was a high and signiﬁcant negative correlation between
mean ﬁxation duration and count, r (54) ¼  0.81, p < 0.0001. As
noted earlier, longer ﬁxation durations and lower ﬁxation counts
have been interpreted as indicating deeper processing which, in the
context of the present study, are likely to reﬂect the intense,
focused processing required to understand relationships.
Conversely, shorter durations and higher counts likely reﬂect more
exploratory, distributed processing (e.g., scanning and searching).
The ratio of mean ﬁxation duration (milliseconds) to ﬁxation count
was therefore used as a relational index to gauge the relative
emphasis on relational versus exploratory processing.
A one factor ANOVA with animation design as the between
subjects factor and relational index as the dependent variable
revealed that results for the contiguous, non-contiguous and control groups were signiﬁcantly different, F (2, 51) ¼ 5.41, p ¼ 0.007,
hp2 ¼ 0.17. This suggests a clear tendency for those in the contiguous condition to engage in more relational processing whereas the
processing of those in the non-contiguous and control groups
tended to be more exploratory.

Table 2
Mean ﬁxation durations, counts and duration/count ratios in the seven AOIs (by
design condition).

3.1.3. Transfer
The observed pattern of scores for participants in the contiguous, non-contiguous and control conditions was in the expected
direction. Hypothesis 1A postulated a positive link between the

Measures: Means (SD)

Condition
Contiguous

Non-contiguous

Control

Fixation duration (milliseconds)
Fixation count
Duration/counta

480 (130)
461 (106)
1.12 (0.51)

390 (80)
539 (94)
0.77 (0.24)

410 (60)
541 (90)
0.79 (0.27)

a

Relational Index.

Table 1
Mean scores (absolute and %) for different animation design conditions.
Performance Scores: Mean absolute (SD) and % (SD)

Condition
Contiguous

Non-contiguous

Control

Mental model quality/15
%
Local kinematics/50
%
Transfer (kinematics)/32
%
Overall performance %

6.47 (1.67)
43.16 (11.15)
24.60 (7.63)
49.20 (15.26)
17.90 (4.39)
55.94 (13.73)
49.43 (10.88)

4.12 (2.73)
27.50 (18.22)
21.22 (5.95)
42.45 (11.90)
15.02 (4.95)
46.95 (15.47)
38.97 (11.49)

4.60 (2.38)
30.67 (15.88)
22.67 (6.54)
45.35 (13.09)
15.92 (5.13)
49.76 (16.04)
41.93 (12.60)
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Direct examination of individual eye tracking videos from participants in the different conditions supported this interpretation
by revealing three clear and distinctive patterns of inspection.
Participants in the control group tended to make many mostly short
and widely distributed ﬁxations by which most of the mechanism’s
six constituent entities were visited once or twice per operational
stage. They also made occasional longer ﬁxations. This pattern was
essentially the same as that observed in previous studies using this
comprehensive animation (e.g., Boucheix & Lowe, 2010; Boucheix
et al., 2013). Those in the non-contiguous group exhibited a very
different pattern, with a clear tendency to alternate more
frequently between the entities of each displayed pair and to make
multiple ﬁxations within the boundaries of individual entities.
These ﬁxations were mostly of relatively short duration. The patterns from the contiguous group were different again and especially notable for prolonged ﬁxations on the junction at which the
two entities comprising a relation set interacted during operation
of the mechanism. Although there were also some shorter ﬁxations
within and between the different entities, these were very much in
the minority.
4. Discussion
In the present study, we examined the effect on learning of an
alternative and principled way of designing educational animations
that we have termed a composition approach. Our main aim in this
ﬁrst investigation of APM-based animation design was to test the
general feasibility of such an approach with regard to complex
mechanical subject matter and domain novices. The goal of the
study reported here was relatively modest because it addressed
only bottom-up aspects of the APM (particularly, alleviation of the
substantial problems that learners have in decomposing conventional comprehensive animations). Further, we did not attempt to
maximize the potential effectiveness of compositional design
through more sophisticated forms of sequencing.
In general, the results of this study were consistent with our
expectations. Hypothesis 1, was supported, with the explanations
of the piano mechanism’s operation given by those who studied the
compositional animation (contiguous condition) indicating they
developed signiﬁcantly higher quality mental models for this device than did those in the other two groups (non-contiguous and
comprehensive conditions). Supplying learners with predecomposed raw material (parts of the whole) in this way was
more effective than using a conventional design that presents them
with the subject matter in its entirety. However, for this novel
approach to be successful, it is not sufﬁcient just to reduce the
amount of information that learners are presented per unit time.
The fact that those in the non-contiguous group developed inferior
mental models (similar in quality to those in the comprehensive
group) suggests that the effectiveness of the compositional animation cannot be explained in terms of reduced processing load
alone. Although the subsets of information provided to both
contiguous and non-contiguous groups consisted of pairs of event
units (presented at the same rate), there were key differences between the pairs with regard to constitution and sequencing. The
contiguous animations used relation sets consisting of adjacent
pairs of event units that portrayed direct functional interactions.
Further, presentation of these relation sets was sequenced in a
manner that allowed them to be interlinked via a common event
unit and be progressively compiled along the course of the mechanism’s causal chains. These aspects are highly consistent with the
processes posited by the APM (see Fig. 1) for the relational partwhole processing of local segments into broader structures
(Phase 2) and their subsequent connection to bridge across ‘islands
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of activity’ (Phase 3). In contrast, the pairs used in the noncontiguous animation were non-adjacent e they were therefore
not localized and had no direct functional interaction. In addition,
the quasi-random presentation order militated against their partwhole connection into higher order relational structures.
Results for the transfer test did not support Hypothesis 1A.
Speciﬁcally, those who studied the compositional animation were
not signiﬁcantly better at applying their mental models of how the
original piano works to the novel mechanism (although the
regression analysis did indicate that better transfer was generally
associated with superior mental models). A possible explanation
for this lack of transfer beneﬁt for those in the compositional animation group lies in the speciﬁc characteristics of the novel piano
mechanism used for this assessment. Although the original and
transfer mechanisms have various notable differences, particularly
with respect to conﬁguration (Fig. 7), the transfer mechanism is
actually simpler in terms of its functionality. It has a smaller
number of functional components, fewer possibilities for their
movement, and less mediation of movements by intervening entities. This makes it easier to infer how the individual components
may move. In hindsight, it would probably have been better to use a
more complex novel piano mechanism for this transfer task.
Hypothesis 2 was supported in that there was no signiﬁcant
differences in local kinematics scores across conditions. This result
is consistent with what would be predicted from the APM in that
this measure deals with the behavior of individual entities in
isolation, not speciﬁcally with the relationships between them.
Although it would be relatively easy for participants in any of the
conditions to extract such isolated fragments of information from
all animation versions, extraction of required information about
how they are related is much less straightforward.
The prediction of Hypothesis 3 that the three animation designs
would engender differences in visual processing (as indicated by
ﬁxation durations and frequencies) was supported by the eye
tracking results. The compositional animation was designed not
only to relieve learners of the decomposition burden (APM Phase 1)
but also to provide conditions likely to foster the types of relational
processing that are essential for linking low level dynamic information (individual event units) into high level knowledge structures. The relational indices for the three designs suggest that the
compositional animation was indeed more likely to foster the hierarchical part-whole interlinking assumed to occur during mental
model building. Qualitative data from the eye tracking videos were
consistent with the interpretation that those viewing the compositional animation devoted more perceptual (and probably cognitive) resources to establishing the types of linkages posited to be
formed in APM Phase 2 and 3 processing. The extended attention
on the locus of interaction between event units suggests that those
in the contiguous condition were engaged in efforts to characterize
their dynamic relationship. In contrast, the patterns exhibited by
those in the control and non-contiguous conditions are more
consistent with search for the presence of relationships rather than
efforts to establish the nature of such relationships.
Despite its limited scope, results from this initial study suggest
that alternatives to the prevailing conventional approaches to animation design are worth pursuing. As observed in a recent metaanalysis: “It may therefore be that ‘well-designed’ animations are
self-sufﬁcient to draw learners’ attention to the right place at the
trancourt, 2016, p160). However, the
right time.” (Berney & Be
limitations of this investigation should be addressed by future work
in this area, particularly regarding how to further improve mental
model quality, the extent to which these results may or may not be
generalizable to other types of subject matter, and its applicability
to learners with different levels of background knowledge/
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expertise. A better understanding of the reasons for the eye
tracking patterns observed would also be helpful. In addition, as
already noted, the issue of transfer (as an operational indicator of
mental model quality) needs further investigation with respect to
what are the most suitable forms of transfer task.
Although designed on the basis of the APM, the composition
approach could also be framed in terms of theoretical and empirical
work on sequencing instruction, particularly regarding part-whole
sequencing. The form of sequencing we implemented in this study
of compositional design was somewhat rudimentary and placed
considerable reliance on the learner being able to build mental
models with relatively little assistance. Its presentation of relation
sets was via a simple A,B,C… approach in which there was no
explicit progressive accumulation in the dynamic structures over
time. While it is most encouraging that participants in the
compositional animation group were nevertheless able to achieve
mental model quality scores that were around one and a half times
those in the other groups, their absolute scores were still rather low
(below 50%). In order to further increase such scores, it is likely that
the design approach needs to be reﬁned and elaborated to provide
even greater support for beneﬁcial relational processing. One possibility would be to use a ‘snowballing’ type of sequencing (A, AþB,
AþBþC, …) which provides a more structured pathway for building
complex hierarchical knowledge representations (Kester et al.,
€nboer & Kester, 2014; Van
2004a, 2004b, 2005; Van Merrie
€nboer et al., 2003). Modifying the compositional approach
Merrie
to include this more sophisticated form of sequencing would be
perfectly consistent with the iterative, cumulative processing
posited by the APM (Lowe & Boucheix, 2008). However, other
sequencing possibilities that could be investigated (e.g., whole€nboer et al., 2003)
part) (De Jong & Lazonder, 2014; Van Merrie
may be less suitable because of the potential problems such as
decomposition challenges, the possibility of overwhelming, etc.
that can occur with complex animations. Nevertheless, there may
still be beneﬁts if learners view the dynamic subject matter as a
whole (as indicated by exit interviews with our participants),
provided it is done after presentation by parts.
The animations used in the present investigation depicted a
complex and unfamiliar mechanism. It is possible that, although

effective for mechanical subject matter such as this, compositional
animation designs may not be well suited to other classes of content. For example, the human information processing limitations
that are problematic with animations of mechanical systems and
the like may not pertain when the subject matter depicts human
movements because of the role played by the mirror neuron system
(Van Gog, Paas, Marcus, Ayres, & Sweller, 2009). Some studies have
already shown that simpler forms of part-whole treatment, such as
segmentation along the animation’s time course, have positive effects on learning when the subject matter depicted consists of
complex manual procedures such a knot tying. (Boucheix & Forestier, in press; Wong et al., 2012). Whether or not the additional
design effort involved in producing a compositional animation
(rather than using a simpler segmentation) is warranted for animations depicting human movements should be investigated by
future research to indicate the generalizability of the results reported here.
As noted, the instantiation of the compositional approach
investigated in the present study focused on aspects of animation
processing that the APM characterizes as largely bottom-up in nature. It did not explicitly target more top-down contributions to
processing. This limitation should be addressed in future research
because the research literature on learning from animations has
shown that prior knowledge and expertise can have a major in€fﬂer &
ﬂuence on how effectively animations are processed. (Ho
Leutner, 2007; Lowe, 1999; Khacharem et al., 2012; Spanjers et al.,
2011). The APM incorporates this top-down aspect of processing,
particularly in Phases 4 and 5. Our participants all lacked knowledge and expertise with regard to the subject matter, a situation
commonly encountered when animations are used in education
(especially when complex, unfamiliar ideas are being introduced).
Subsequent studies could investigate the effectiveness of compositional animations for participants with different levels of expertise in the domain or possibilities for elaborating the design of such
animations in order to compensate for a lack of prior knowledge.
Appendix A
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Appendix B
Scoring guide for the verbal test of mental model quality.
Stage 1: Striking.
1 When the key is pressed (by the pianist), it moves the keysticker at the end of the key upwards.
2 The key-sticker raises the whippen that makes a rocking motion
as a result.
3 The raising of the whippen operates the jack.
4 The upward moving jack pushes up the hammer butt.
5 The hammer-butt pivots on its axle.
6 The pivoting of the hammer-butt moves the hammer toward the
string.
7 The hammer strikes the string to produce the note.
8 At the same time, the rocking motion of the whippen pushes the
damper to lift it off the string.
9 The release of the damper liberates the string to sound freely
when struck by the hammer.
Stage 2: Recovering.
10 The hammer instantly rebounds backwards once it has
struck the string.
11 The balance hammer is caught and blocked by the backcheck in order to limit the hammer’s backward travel. The
system stays in this position as long as the key remains
depressed.
Stage 3: Resetting.
12 When the key is released, the whippen drops.
13 The back check releases the balance hammer.
14 The jack moves downward under the butt and the hammer
returns to its initial position.
15 At the same time, the damper returns to the string
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